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Abstract
We systematically consider heterotic SO(32) and E8×E8 compactifications
on K3 with Abelian and non-Abelian backgrounds as well as an arbitrary
number of five-branes. The masses of the U(1) factors depend on the first
Chern classes of the bundles and some combinatorial factors specifying the
embedding in SO(32) or E8. The form of the generalised Green-Schwarz
counter-terms in six dimensions constrains the possible heterotic five-brane
actions.
Some supersymmetric examples on K3 realisations as toric complete in-
tersection spaces with up to three explicit two-forms are given.
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1 Introduction
Recently, it was shown that not only in four-dimensional Type II string com-
pactifications, e.g. with intersecting or magnetised branes (for a recent review
see [1]), but also in heterotic compactifications, multiple anomalous U(1) factors
can arise [2–5].1
In six-dimensional heterotic compactifications this phenomenon has been known
for a long time [9,10], and the E8 ×E8 case has been investigated in some detail
motivated by F-theory, see e.g. [11–13]. However, a fully quantitative treat-
ment of the Green-Schwarz counter-terms including non-perturbative effects is
still missing. In [14], the role of additional tensor multiplets for the generalised
Green-Schwarz mechanism was advertised, which is relevant for heterotic five
(H5)-branes in E8 × E8 compactifications. On the other hand, six-dimensional
SO(32) heterotic compactifications with multiple U(1)s and H5-banes have only
been poorly investigated.2
1Further four-dimensional heterotic compactifications with U(N) bundles can be found in [6–
8].
2Early six dimensional heterotic string spectra with H5-branes - not discussing the detailed
contributions of these to the anomaly cancellation - and purely non-Abelian gauge groups are
given in [15–18], for more references see also the review [19].
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In this article, we systematically study six-dimensional SO(32) and E8 × E8
heterotic string compactifications on K3 with an arbitrary number of H5-branes
extended along the non-compact directions and multiple U(1) gauge factors. We
show that the masses of the Abelian gauge factors depend on the first Chern
classes of the bundles and some combinatorial factors associated to the embed-
ding of the U(1)s in SO(32) or E8, while the instanton numbers, i.e. second
Chern characters, enter the tadpole cancellation condition. Moreover, we ex-
plicitly compute the H5-brane contributions to the generalised Green-Schwarz
counter-terms and show that they do not contribute to the Abelian mass terms.
We hope that the present work can help to clarify the F-theory lift of multiple
heterotic U(1) factors.
The paper is organised as follows: After some general remarks on N = 1
heterotic compactifiactions on K3 and anomaly cancellation in six dimensions
in section 2, the SO(32) case is treated in full generality in section 3, and two
examples with non-trivial unitary bundles are given. The generic E8 × E8 case
is treated in section 4, a class of embeddings with U(n) × U(m) backgrounds is
specified and three examples are discussed exhibiting the relations among first
Chern classes and massive U(1) factors. Finally, the conclusions are given in
section 5.
2 Six-dimensional heterotic compactifications
2.1 Some facts in six dimensions
In this section, some facts about N = 1 heterotic compactifications on K3 are
collected.
• The N = 1 supersymmetric multiplets in six dimensions are the hyper,
vector, tensor and supergravity multiplets with field content given in table 1.
Multiplet Content
SUGRA (gµν , B
+
µν , ψ
−
µ )
Tensor (B−µν , φ, χ
+)
Vector (Aµ, λ
−)
Hyper (4ϕ, ψ+)
Table 1: Bosonic and fermionic content of theN = 1 multiplets in six dimensions.
The index -(+) denotes a spinor of negative (positive) chirality or an (anti)selfdual
two-form. Half-hyper multiplets can occur if they transform under some real
representation of the gauge group.
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• For N = 1 heterotic string compactifications, the net number of chiral
states transforming under some bundle V on a Calabi-Yau n-fold is given
by the Riemann-Roch-Hirzebruch theorem [20]
χ(V ) =
∫
CYn
ch(V )Td(CYn) (1)
associated to the cohomology classes H∗(CYn, V ). The non-trivial Todd
classes on K3 are given by
Td0(K3) = 1, Td2(K3) =
1
12
c2(K3) = 2,
leading to
χK3(V ) = ch2(V ) + 2r (2)
with r = rank(V ). Since the vector and hyper multiplets in six dimensions
have opposite chirality, with the sign convention in (1), the index counts
χK3(V ) = #Vector−#Hyper
multiplets in the representation associated to the bundle V . The gauge
group in string compactifications is known by constructions. Thus, in con-
trast to four-dimensional compactifications, the complete massless spec-
trum can be computed from the index (2). 3
• In general, several types of six-dimensional field theory anomalies occur
which can be encoded in the well known anomaly eight-form
I8 =
nH − nV + 29nT − 273
360
trR4 +
nH − nV − 7nT + 51
288
(trR2)2 (3)
+
1
6
trR2
∑
A
CAtrF
2
A −
2
3
∑
A
AAtrF
4
A −
2
3
∑
A
BA(trF
2
A)
2
+ 4
∑
A<B
CABtrF
2
AtrF
2
B +
8
3
∑
A,B
DABtrFAtrF
3
B,
3To be more precise, the bosonic index (1) is by supersymmetry equal to the fermionic
Atiyah-Singer index
∫
CYn
ch(V )Aˆ(CYn). The fermionic content in table 1 consist of a pair of
symplectic Majorana spinors per multiplet. A hyper multiplet contains a complex scalar and
symplectic Majorana fermion in the complex representation R as well as the CPT conjugate
states in R, i.e. one hyper multiplet is denoted by R+c.c. and the number of such multiplets is
counted by the index χ(V ) of the associated bundle, with χ(V ) = χ(V ∗) on K3. For a pseudo-
real representation, a symplectic Majorana spinor is CPT invariant and half-hyper multiplets
can occur which are taken into account in this article by allowing for half integer numbers in
table 2 .
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where AA, BA, CA, CAB and DAB are coefficients encoding the number of
fermions transforming under some gauge group(s), the sign given by their
chirality and multiplicities from various representations taken into account.
The traces formally run also over Abelian gauge factors. The complete list
of coefficients including multiple Abelian factors explicitly can be found,
e.g., in [21].
As we will show in section 2.3, factorizable anomalies can be cancelled
by Green-Schwarz counter-terms whereas the trR4 and the non-Abelian
trF 4 anomalies have to be absent for a consistent six-dimensional massless
spectrum.
• The supersymmetry condition, the so called Donaldson-Uhlenbeck-Yau equa-
tion (DUY), on some holomorphic background gauge field strength F in
six dimensions is given by ∫
K3
J ∧ F = 0, (4)
where J is the Ka¨hler form on K3. Potential loop corrections with the
same parity symmetry under F → −F would involve F 2n+1 and must be
absent for dimensional reasons. It is thus expected that (4) is perturba-
tively exact. Further support for this conjecture stems from the fact that
the ten-dimensional dilaton forms the scalar degree of freedom of the six-
dimensional universal tensor multiplet. As we will show, this tensor mul-
tiplet contributes to the generalised Green-Schwarz mechanism, but does
not acquire a mass. Any loop correction to (4) would be in contradiction
to this observation.
• The Bianchi identity on the three-form field strength results in the so called
tadpole cancellation condition given by
trF
2 − trR2 − 16π2NH5 = 0 (5)
in cohomology on K3, where NH5 is the total number of H5-branes for both
SO(32) and E8 × E8 string compactifications.
• A gauge field F = dA in D dimensions becomes massive through a cou-
pling [22, 23]
m
∫
R1,D−1
γ(D−2) ∧ F ∼ m
∫
R1,D−1
(
⋆Ddβ
(0)
) ∧ A, (6)
with the duality relation dγ(D−2) ∼ ⋆Ddβ(0) among the (D − 2) form γ
and scalar β. The coupling on the left hand side naturally arises in the
dimensional field theory reduction presented in section 2.3 while the right
5
hand side has the more familiar shape [9].
The massive gauge factor remains as a perturbative global symmetry in the
Lagrangian.
Heterotic compactifications contain at most 16 massive U(1) factors from
the perturbative gauge group.
• Consistent models are further constrained by K-theory. In [24, 25] it has
been shown that at least for compactifications to four dimensions, the K-
theory constraint is given by
c1(Vtotal) = 0mod 2, (7)
where Vtotal is the total background gauge bundle. Since K-theory is associ-
ated to Z2 valued charges, we expect the condition (7) to hold also for K3
compactifications.
• If supersymmetry is preserved, a vector multiplet becomes massive by ab-
sorbing a complete hyper multiplet. The coupling (6) absorbs one scalar
descending from the ten-dimensional antisymmetric tensor and the DUY
equation (4) freezes one geometric modulus. The freezing of the remaining
two scalars in a hyper multiplet is best seen in the N = 2, d = 4 language:
a hyper multiplet contains a scalar triplet of SU(2)R, for which three Fayet-
Iliopoulos terms arise, see e.g. [22]. In order to preserve supersymmetry, all
threeD-terms have to vanish simultaneously. In the present case, the triplet
consists of geometric moduli, and one D-term condition provides the DUY
equation (4), while the other two supersymmetry conditions are encoded in
the requirement of a holomorphic vector bundle. The two geometric moduli
which would deform the vector bundle from a pure (1, 1)-form to contain a
(2, 0) or (0, 2) piece are frozen.
2.2 K3 toy models as complete intersection spaces
There exist three simple possibilities to express K3 as complete intersections
of projective spaces without introducing singularities. The three possibilities
including the Quartic are as follows,
M1 = IP3[4], M2 = IP1IP2
[
2
3
]
, M3 =
IP1
IP1
IP1
 22
2
 ,
with in the toric description up to three explicit two-forms.
Let ηi denote the (1, 1)-forms on the up to three projective factors. The
Stanley-Reisner ideals are then given by
SR(1) = {η4}, SR(2) = {η21, η32}, SR(3) = {η21, η22, η23},
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leading to the intersection forms
I
(1)
2 = 4η
2, I
(2)
2 = 3η1η2 + 2η
2
2, I
(3)
2 = 2η1η2 + 2η1η3 + 2η2η3. (8)
It can be checked explicitly that all three manifolds have complex dimension two
and
c1(TMi) = 0, c2(TMi) = 24, i = 1, 2, 3. (9)
The conditions for the parameter space of a model to lie inside the Ka¨hler
cone are as follows,∫
K3
J ∧ ηi
!
> 0 for all i,
∫
K3
J ∧ J !> 0, (10)
where J is the Ka¨hler form on Mi.4 Expanding the Ka¨hler form in terms of the
(1, 1)-forms (ℓs ≡ 2π
√
α′)
J = ℓ2s
∑
i
ρiηi
gives the conditions for the three K3 realisations presented here
(1) ρ
!
> 0,
(2) ρ2
!
> 0, 3ρ1 + ρ2
!
> 0,
(3) ρi + ρj
!
> 0 for i 6= j, ρ1ρ2 + ρ1ρ3 + ρ2ρ3
!
> 0.
Abelian bundles are specified completely by their first Chern classes, c1(L) =
∑
i qiηi,
and the DUY equations for the different cases are computed using the correspond-
ing intersection forms (8),
(1) qρ
!
= 0,
(2) 3q1ρ2 + 3q2ρ1 + 2q2ρ2
!
= 0, (11)
(3) q1[ρ2 + ρ3] + q2[ρ1 + ρ3] + q3[ρ1 + ρ2]
!
= 0.
If K3 is realised as the Quartic M1 = IP3[4], non-trivial line bundles cannot
solve the DUY equation, and only models with pure SU(n) bundles can preserve
supersymmetry. Moreover, line bundles are specified (up to a sign) by their
second Chern characters due to ch2(L) = 2q
2. The situation is different for the
two remaining K3 realisations M2 and M3, as we will show in some examples
in sections 3.3, 3.4 and 4.4.
4In the formulation of the full (3, 19) lattice, these conditions are replaced by the Ka¨hler
form being selfdual.
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A vector bundle V of rank r on a complete intersection manifold M can be
defined by the cohomology of the monad as V = Ker(f)/Im(g),
0→ O|⊕pM
g→ ⊕r+p+qa=1 O(na1, . . . , nak)|M f→ ⊕qb=1O(mb1, . . . , mbk)|M → 0,
with p ≥ 0, q ≥ 1 and k the number of (1, 1)-forms on M (for more details on
the notation see [2]), or alternatively via the exact sequence
0→ V → ⊕r+qa=1O(na1, . . . , nak)|M f→ ⊕qb=1O(mb1, . . . , mbk)|M → 0.
In both cases, the Chern classes are computed from
c(V ) =
∏
a (1 +
∑
i n
a
i ηi)∏
b
(
1 +
∑
im
b
iηi
) ,
leading in particular to
c1(V ) =
∑
i
(∑
a
nai −
∑
b
mbi
)
ηi,
ch2(V ) =
1
2
∑
i
(∑
a
(nai )
2 −
∑
b
(mbi)
2
)
η2i +
∑
i<j
(∑
a
nai n
a
i −
∑
b
mbim
b
j
)
ηiηj .
A necessary condition for a well-defined stable bundle V is nai , m
b
i , m
b
i − nai ≥ 0
for all i, a, b and (mb1 − na1, . . . , mbk − nak) 6= (0, . . . , 0). Stability is guaranteed if
all defining maps f and g have maximal rank. We will, however, not check the
latter condition explicitly for the examples given in this article.
The DUY equations for a vector bundle V are given by (11) when replacing
qi →
(∑
a n
a
i −
∑
bm
b
i
)
.
2.3 The perturbative Green-Schwarz counter-terms
If some general bundle is embedded into SO(32) or E8 × E8, several types of
anomalies involving gauge and gravitational fields can occur: while trR4 and trF 4
field theory anomalies in six dimensions have to be absent, factorizable anomalies
can in general be cancelled by a generalized Green-Schwarz mechanism [9,26]. In
contrast to four dimensions, where only mixed and pure Abelian anomalies are
compensated, in six dimensions also anomalies involving only gravity and non-
Abelian gauge fields have counter-terms.
In the following, we perform the dimensional reduction of the heterotic string
on K3 similar to the reduction on Calabi-Yau three-folds treated in [2, 3]. The
relevant couplings linear in the antisymmetric tensor B(2) and its ten-dimensional
8
dual B(6) arise from the kinetic and the one-loop counter-term in ten dimensions,5
Skin = − π
ℓ8s
∫
R1,9
e−2φ10 H ∧ ⋆10H,
S1−loop =
1
24 (2π)3 ℓ2s
∫
R1,9
B(2) ∧X8, (12)
with the field strength H(3) = dB(2) − α′
4
(ωY − ωL). The anomaly eight-form is
given by [26]
X8 =
1
24
TrF 4 − 1
7200
(
TrF 2
)2 − 1
240
(
TrF 2
) (
trR2
)
+
1
8
trR4 +
1
32
(
trR2
)2
(13)
for both the SO(32) and E8 × E8 theories. Denoting by Xn+m a form with n
legs along R1,5 and m legs along K3, the terms relevant for the Green-Schwarz
mechanism take the form
Skin =
1
8πℓ6s
∫
R1,5×K3
([
trF
2 − trR2
]
∧B(6) + [trF 2 − trR2] ∧ B(4¯+2) + 2 tr(FF ) ∧ B(2¯+4)) ,
S1−loop =
1
24(2π)3ℓ2s
∫
R1,5×K3
(
B(2¯) ∧X2¯+6 +B(2) ∧X4¯+4
)
. (14)
Expanding in terms of a basis {ωk}k=0,...,h11+1 of two-forms on K3 as well as its
dual basis {ω̂l}l=0,...,h11+1, i.e.
∫
K3
ωk ∧ ω̂l = δkl,6
B(2) = b
(2)
0 + ℓ
2
s
h11+1∑
k=0
b
(0)
k ωk, B
(6) = c
(6)
0 + ℓ
2
s
h11+1∑
k=0
c
(4)
k ω̂k + ℓ
4
sc
(2)
0 vol4,
Y¯2 =
h11+1∑
k=0
[
Y¯
]k
ωk =
h11+1∑
k=0
[
Y¯
]k̂
ω̂k, (15)
with
∫
K3
vol4 = 1 and k = 0, h11+1 labeling the (2,0) and (0,2) form, respectively,
leads to the six-dimensional couplings linear in b
(i)
k and c
(i)
k
Skin =
1
8πℓ6s
∫
R1,5
c
(6)
0
∫
K3
[
trF
2 − trR2
]
+
1
8πℓ2s
∫
R1,5
c
(2)
0 ∧
[
trF 2 − trR2]
+
1
4πℓ4s
h11+1∑
k=0
∫
R1,5
c
(4)
k ∧
[
tr(FF )
]k
,
5The prefactor of the Green-Schwarz counter-term has been derived in [31] from M-theory
reduction and by S-duality.
6The following expansion of Y¯ differs by a factor of 2π from the one in [2, 3].
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U(1)
U(1)
U(1)
U(1)
U(1)
U(1)
SU(N)
SU(N)
SU(N)
SU(N)
SU(N)
SU(N)

(4)
k
 b
(0)
k

(2)
0
 b
(2)
0
Figure 1: A six-dimensional anomalous diagram and its two possible types of
Green-Schwarz counter diagrams.
S1−loop =
1
24(2π)3
h11+1∑
k=0
∫
R1,5
b
(0)
k [X2¯+6]
k̂
+
1
24(2π)3ℓ2s
∫
R1,5
b
(2)
0 ∧
∫
K3
X4¯+4. (16)
The scalars b
(0)
k (or their dual four-forms c
(4)
k ) belong in six dimensions to the 20
hyper multiplets encoding the K3 geometry. In more detail, 19 hyper multiplets
contain one scalar b
(0)
k pertaining to the anti-selfdual two-forms on K3 and three
geometric moduli each, while one hyper multiplet contains the remaining three
b
(0)
k belonging to the three selfdual two-forms on K3 and the overall volume
modulus. The two-forms b
(2)
0 (or its duals c
(2)
0 ) contain the selfdual tensor B
+
µν of
the six-dimensional supergravity multiplet and the anti-selfdual tensor B−µν of the
universal tensor multiplet. The scalar degree of freedom in the universal tensor
multiplet is given by the dilaton.
The terms (16) combine to two types of Green-Schwarz counter-terms [23]
depicted in figure 1,
Ipert = 1
48(2πℓs)4
∫
K3
(
tr(FF ) ∧X2+6 +
1
2
(
trF 2 − trR2) ∧X4+4) , (17)
where the first term corresponds to the sum over all counter diagrams of the first
type with c
(4)
k ∼ b(0)k exchange7 and the last term corresponds to the second Green-
Schwarz counter diagram involving c
(2)
0 ∼ b(2)0 couplings. As in four dimensions,
massive U(1) factors occur if some coupling
Smass =
1
4πℓ4s
h11+1∑
k=0
∫
R1,5
c
(4)
k ∧
[
tr(FF )
]k
(18)
7These have been missed in [9].
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exists, but the Abelian factor can still be anomaly-free if the (sum of the)
Green-Schwarz diagrams vanish(es). On the other hand, contrarily to the four-
dimensional case, U(1)4 and U(1)2 − trR2 anomalies can be cancelled by dia-
grams involving only b
(2)
0 ∼ c(2)0 exchange in the same way as (trSU(N)F 2)2 and
trSU(N)F
2 − trR2 counter-terms exist. An anomalous U(1) factor in six dimen-
sions can hence stay massless and a massive U(1) factor can be anomaly-free.
These effects are important for the correct identification of the F-theory lift.
Note that a supersymmetric background F is of type (1, 1) and can thus only
receive a mass via couplings to c
(4)
k for k = 1, . . . , h11. This will be the case in
the examples discussed in sections 3.3, 3.4 and 4.4.
Except from the perturbative terms (17), H5-branes contribute to the anomaly
cancellation. While for SO(32) compactifications, they provide symplectic gauge
factors as well as charged matter, in the E8 ×E8 theory they provide one tensor
and one hyper multiplet per H5-brane.
The detailed shape of the polynomials X2+6, X4+4 as well as the H5-brane
contributions is discussed in sections 3 and 4 for SO(32) and E8 ×E8 compacti-
fications, respectively.
3 The SO(32) case
3.1 Massless spectrum, H5-branes and tadpole cancella-
tion
For SO(32) heterotic compactifications, we decompose
SO(32) ⊃ SO(2M)×
K∏
i=1
U(niNi)
with M +
∑K
i=1 niNi = 16 and take bundles
W = ⊕Ki=1Vi (19)
with structure group G =
∏K
i=1 U(ni) which leave the non-Abelian gauge group
H = SO(2M)×
K∏
i=1
SU(Ni)
as well as the massless U(1) factors to be computed below in the low energy
effective field theory. This prescription generalises the embedding of U(1) factors
in SO(32) discussed in [9] to U(ni) bundles with ni ≥ 1.
Na H5-branes extended along the non-compact dimensions and at the same
point a in K3 support the gauge group Sp(2Na) and have the Chern-Simons
11
couplings [4]
S
SO(32)
H5 = −
2πNa
ℓ6s
∫
R1,5
B(6) +
1
4πℓ2s
∫
R1,5
B(2) ∧
(
Na
24
trR2 − trSp(2Na)F 2
)
,(20)
which were derived by S-duality [27] arguments and are consistent with four-
dimensional anomaly cancellation.
Introducing the skyscraper sheafs O|a with
ch (O|a) = (0, 0,−1)
allows to generalise the index (2) to extensions Ext∗K3. The massless spectrum is
thus computed along the same lines as for the four dimensional case in [3, 4] by
decomposing the adjoint of SO(32) and identifying the bundles. The complete
six-dimensional massless spectrum is listed in table 2.8
reps. # Hyper # Vector
(AdjU(Ni))0(i) 1− 12χ(Vi ⊗ V ∗i ) 1
(SymU(Ni))2(i) + c.c. −χ(∧2Vi) 0
(AntiU(Ni))2(i) + c.c. −χ(⊗2sVi) 0
(Ni,Nj)1(i),1(j) + c.c. −χ(Vi ⊗ Vj) 0
(Ni,Nj)1(i),−1(j) + c.c. −χ(Vi ⊗ V ∗j ) 0
(AdjSO(2M)) 0 1
(2M,Ni)1(i) + c.c. -χ(Vi) 0
(SymSp(2Na)) 0 1
(AntiSp(2Na)) 1 0
(Ni, 2Na)1(i) + c.c. ni 0
(2M, 2Na)
1
2
0
Table 2: Six-dimensional charged spectrum for the SO(32) heterotic string with
bundles of type (19) and H5-branes. The spectrum is completed by the super-
gravity and one universal tensor multiplet as well as 20 neutral hyper multiplets
encoding the K3 geometry.
The tadpole cancellation condition for bundles of type (19) is on K3 given by
K∑
i=1
Ni ch2(Vi)−
L∑
a=1
Na = −c2(T ) = −24, (21)
8Note that although χ(O|a,O|a) = 0, there exists a vector multiplet in the symmet-
ric(=adjoint) and a hyper multiplet in the antisymmetric representation of Sp(2Na) in the
spectrum.
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where
∑L
a=1Na = NH5 is the total number of H5-branes.
In total, we have a vanishing trR4 anomaly due to
nT = 1,
nH − nV = 20−
∑
i
Ni
2
(
Niχ(Vi ⊗ V ∗i ) + (Ni + 1)χ(∧2Vi) + (Ni − 1)χ(⊗2sVi)
)
−
∑
i<j
NiNj
(
χ(Vi ⊗ Vj) + χ(Vi ⊗ V ∗j )
)−M(2M − 1)
−2M
∑
i
Niχ(Vi)−Na(2Na + 1) +Na(2Na − 1) + 2Na(
∑
i
niNi +M)
= 244, (22)
where in the last line the tadpole cancellation condition (21) and the properties
of Chern characters, e.g. ch(V ⊗W ) = ch(V ) · ch(W ), have been used.9
This leads together with table 2 to the anomaly eight-form
I
SO(32)
8 =
(
trR2
)2
+ trR2
(
trSO(2M)F
2 − 2 trSp(2Na)F 2
)
+trR2
∑
i
2 (ni + 2ch2(Vi)) trU(Ni)F
2 +
1
3
(∑
i
c1(Vi) trU(Ni)F
)2
−16
3
∑
i,j
c1(Vi)c1(Vj) trU(Ni)F trU(Nj)F
3
−2 (trSO(2M)F 2)2 − 8
(∑
i
nitrU(Ni)F
2
)(∑
j
(ch2(Vj) + nj)trU(Nj)F
2
)
+2 trSp(2Na)F
2 trSO(2M)F
2 + 4 trSp(2Na)F
2
∑
i
nitrU(Ni)F
2
−4 trSO(2M)F 2
∑
i
trU(Ni)F
2 (ch2(Vi) + 2ni) ,
which can be rewritten in the partially factorised form
I
SO(32)
8 =
(
trR2 − trSO(2M)F 2 − 2
∑
i
ni trU(Ni)F
2
)
× (23)
×
(
trR2 + 2 trSO(2M)F
2 + 4
∑
j
(ch2(Vj) + nj)trU(Nj)F
2 − 2 trSp(2Na)F 2
)
+
1
3
(∑
i
c1(Vi) trU(Ni)F
)
×
(∑
j
c1(Vj)
[
trR2 trU(Nj)F − 16 trU(Nj)F 3
])
,
9The index (2) on K3 contains only even Chern characters in contrast to CY3 compactifi-
cations where only odd ones appear. The relations among the first Chern characters of ∧2V
and the rank r bundle V are e.g. listed in eq. (19) in [2], and by using the relation V ⊗ V =
(∧2V )⊕ (⊗2sV ) one obtains ch(⊗2sV ) = r(r+1)2 +(r+1)c1(V )+
[
(r + 2)ch2(V ) +
1
2c1(V )
2
]
+ · · ·.
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whose non-Abelian part is in agreement e.g. with the special cases SO(32) ×
Sp(48) [15] and SO(28)× SU(2) for (N, n, ch2(V )) = (2, 1,−12) [16, 21].
It can be checked explicitly that all non-Abelian trF 4 anomalies vanish upon
tadpole cancellation, e.g.
ItrU(Ni)F
4 ∼ Niχ(Vi ⊗ V ∗i ) + (Ni + 8)χ(∧2Vi) + (Ni − 8)χ(⊗2sVi)
+
∑
j 6=i
Nj
(
χ(Vi ⊗ Vj) + χ(Vi ⊗ V ∗j )
)
+ 2Mχ(Vi) + 2Nani = 0,
for the spectrum in table 2.
In the following section we show that the Green-Schwarz counter-terms have
exactly the correct shape to cancel all the anomalies encoded in the polyno-
mial (23).
3.2 Anomaly cancellation for SO(32)
Inserting the expansion (15) in the H5-brane Chern-Simons action gives
S
SO(32)
H5 = −
2πNa
ℓ6s
∫
R1,5
c
(6)
0 −
1
4πℓ2s
∫
R1,5
b
(2)
0 ∧
(
trSp(2Na)F
2 − Na
24
trR2
)
,(24)
which provides the missing term for the tadpole cancellation condition and leads
to the non-perturbative part of the Green-Schwarz counter-terms,
Inon−pert = 1
192(2π)2ℓ4s
(
trF 2 − trR2) ∧(NH5trR2 − 24 L∑
a=1
trSp(2Na)F
2
)
. (25)
For the class of bundles (19), the relevant polynomials are given by
X4¯+4 =
K∑
j=1
trU(Nj)F
2
(
12 trU(nj)F
2 − nj
4
trR
2
)
− 1
8
trSO(2M)F
2 trR
2
+trR2
(
1
16
trR
2 − 1
4
K∑
j=1
NjtrU(nj)F
2
)
,
X2¯+6 =
K∑
j=1
trU(nj)F
(
8 trU(Nj)F
3 − 1
2
trU(Nj)F ∧ trR2
)
, (26)
and all other traces can be extracted from appendix B in [4].
From (17), (25) and (26), the complete Green-Schwarz counter-term can be
computed,
Ipert + Inon−pert = − 1
96(2πℓs)4
I
SO(32)
8 . (27)
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As required, the counter-terms match (up to some normalisation constant) minus
the anomaly eight-form (23).
The masses (18) of the Abelian gauge factors for the class of models presented
here are given by
SSO(32)mass =
h11+1∑
k=0
K∑
i=1
Mki
ℓ4s
∫
R1,5
c
(4)
k ∧ fi with Mki = [Ni c1(Vi)]k ,
where fi is the U(1) part of the U(Ni) gauge factor. The number of massive
Abelian gauge factors is given by rank(M).
3.3 Example 1: U(3)× U(3) bundle without H5-branes
An example on M2 with U(3)× U(3) bundles is given by
0→ V1 → O(1, 0)⊕2 ⊕O(0, 1)⊕2 → O(1, 3)→ 0,
0→ V2 → O(1, 0)⊕2 ⊕O(0, 1)⊕2 → O(3, 1)→ 0,
from which the Chern characters are computed,
c1(V1) = η1 − η2, ch2(V1) = −16,
c1(V2) = η2 − η1, ch2(V2) = −8.
In particular, both bundles have the same rank but different instanton numbers,
i.e. ch2(V1) 6= ch2(V2), due to the asymmetric shape of the intersection form (8)
on M2.
The bundle
V = V1 ⊕ V2
saturates the tadpole cancellation condition and satisfies the K-theory constraint
trivially with c1(V ) = 0. The resulting spectrum is listed in table 3. Due to
SO(20)× U(1)2 # H # V SO(20)× U(1)2 # H
(1)0,0 52 2 (1)2,0 + c.c. 12
(190)0,0 0 1 (1)0,2 + c.c. 4
(20)1,0 + c.c. 10 0 (1)1,1 + c.c. 50
(20)0,1 + c.c. 2 0 (1)1,−1 + c.c. 58
Table 3: Charged spectrum of example 1 including massive U(1) factors.
c1(V1) = −c1(V2), the linear combination U(1)1 + U(1)2 remains massless, while
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its orthogonal combination becomes massive by absorbing one neutral hyper mul-
tiplet.
The DUY condition is identical for both bundles,
ρ2 = 3ρ1
and freezes one Ka¨hler modulus as expected from the existence of one massive
vector. It can be easily fulfilled inside the Ka¨hler cone.
3.4 Example 2: U(3)× U(3)× U(1) bundle with H5-branes
As a second example, consider the following U(3)× U(3)× U(1) bundle
V = V1 ⊕ V2 ⊕ L
on M3 defined by
0→ V1 → O(1, 0, 0)⊕2 ⊕O(0, 1, 0)⊕2 → O(2, 1, 1)→ 0, (28)
0→ V2 → O(0, 0, 1)⊕2 ⊕O(0, 1, 0)⊕2 → O(1, 2, 1)→ 0,
with the Chern characters
c1(V1) = η2 − η3, ch2(V1) = −10,
c1(V2) = η3 − η1, ch2(V2) = −10,
as well as the line bundle
c1(L) = η1 − η2, ch2(L) = −2.
The K-theory constraint is again trivially fulfilled with c1(V ) = 0. The DUY
equations for V1, V2 and L require ρ2 = ρ3, ρ1 = ρ3 and ρ1 = ρ2, respectively.
In order to satisfy the tadpole cancellation condition, two H5-branes are
needed. The charged spectrum for coincident H5-branes is listed in table 4. The
combination U(1)1 + U(1)2 + U(1)3 remains massless, while the two orthogonal
linear combinations become massive by absorbing one hyper multiplet each. This
agrees with the fact that ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ3 freezes two Ka¨hler moduli.
4 The E8 × E8 case
4.1 A specific class of models
In order to check the general form of the counter-terms to be derived in sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3, we introduce a series of decompositions of the form E
(i)
8 → Eri × SU(ni +mi)
with i = 1, 2, ri + ni +mi = 9, and Er = E7, E6, SO(10), SU(5), SU(2)× SU(3)
16
SO(18)× Sp(4)× U(1)3 # H # V SO(18)× Sp(4)× U(1)3 # H
(1, 1)0,0,0 40 3 (1, 4)1,0,0 + c.c. 3
(153, 1)0,0,0 0 1 (1, 4)0,1,0 + c.c. 3
(1, 10)0,0,0 0 1 (1, 4)0,0,1 + c.c. 1
(18, 1)1,0,0 + c.c. 4 0 (18, 4)0,0,0
1
2
(18, 1)0,1,0 + c.c. 4 0 (1, 6)0,0,0 1
(1, 1)2,0,0 + c.c. 6 0 (1, 1)1,0,1 + c.c. 8
(1, 1)0,2,0 + c.c. 6 0 (1, 1)1,0,−1 + c.c. 12
(1, 1)1,1,0 + c.c. 40 0 (1, 1)0,1,1 + c.c. 8
(1, 1)1,−1,0 + c.c. 44 0 (1, 1)0,1,−1 + c.c. 12
Table 4: Charged spectrum of example 2 including massive U(1) factors.
for r = 7, 6, 5, 4, 3. Furthermore, we embed bundles with structure group
SU(ni)× SU(mi)× U(1)i in SU(ni +mi) by either using bundles of the form
V = V1 ⊕ V2, (29)
Vi = Vni ⊕ Vmi ⊕ Li with c1(Vni) = c1(Vmi) = 0, c1(Li) 6= 0,
or
W = W1 ⊕W2, (30)
Wi = Wni ⊕Wmi with c1(Wni) = −c1(Wmi) 6= 0.
In the latter case, the total bundle in each E8 factor has vanishing first Chern
class, c1(Wi) = 0, and K-theory does not further constrain the bundles.
The spectrum is computed along the lines described in [2] and gives again the
generalisation of [9] to non-Abelian bundles. For example, consider the decompo-
sition E8 → SU(5)×SU(5)→ SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1)×SU(5) and the correspond-
ing breaking 248→ (10, 5) + . . .→ (3, 2; 5)1 + (3, 1; 5)−4 + (1, 1; 5)6 + . . . from
which the bundles associated to the observable 5 representations with different
U(1) charges are read off as W3 ⊗W2, ∧2W3 and ∧2W2, respectively.
The general resulting spectrum for bundles of type (30) is displayed in tables 5
and 6. The multiplicities for bundles of type (29) are obtained from the same
tables by simply replacing
Wn = Vn ⊗ L−m/µ, Wm = Vm ⊗ Ln/µ, (31)
with µ ≡ gcd(n,m).
The tadpole cancellation condition for bundles of type (29) reads
2∑
i=1
[ch2(Vni) + ch2(Vmi) + bni,mi ch2(Li)]−NH5 = −c2(T ) = −24, (32)
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E7 E6 SO(10) SO(10) SU(5) SU(5) Er # H # V
(1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 1) (2, 2) (4, 1) (3, 2) (n,m)
(133)0 (78)0 (45)0 (45)0 (24)0 (24)0 (Adj)0 0 1
(1)0 (1)0 (1)0 (1)0 (1)0 (1)0 (1)0 2− 12χ(Wn ⊗W ∗n) 1
−1
2
χ(Wm ⊗W ∗m)
(56)+cc−1 (27)
+cc
−1 (16)
+cc
−1 (16)
+cc
−1 (10)
+cc
−1 (10)
+cc
−2 (X)
+cc
−m
µ
−χ(Wn) 0
- (27)+cc2 (16)
+cc
3 (16)
+cc
1 (10)
+cc
4 (10)
+cc
3 (X)
+cc
n
µ
−χ(Wm) 0
- - (10)+cc2
1
2
(10)0 (5)
+cc
3 (5)
+cc
1 (F)
+cc
n−m
µ
−χ(Wn ⊗Wm) 0
- - - (10)+cc2 (5)
+cc
−2 (5)
+cc
−4 (F)
+cc
−2m
µ
−χ(∧2Wn) 0
- - - - - (5)+cc6 (F)
+cc
2n
µ
−χ(∧2Wm) 0
(1)+cc−2 (1)
+cc
−3 (1)
+cc
−4 (1)
+cc
−2 (1)
+cc
−5 (1)
+cc
−5 (1)
+cc
−n+m
µ
−χ(Wn ⊗W ∗m) 0
Table 5: Part I: Six-dimensional spectrum from the breaking of a single E8 factor.
The spectrum is completed by the states from the second E8 factor, the super-
gravity and one universal tensor multiplet, 20 neutral hyper multiplets encoding
the K3 geometry as well as one tensor and neutral hyper multiplet per H5-brane.
For shortness we abbreviate µ ≡ gcd(n,m) and label by +cc the complex conjugate
representation.
with bn,m =
nm(n+m)
(gcd(n,m))2
and for bundles of type (30) it is given by
2∑
i=1
[ch2(Wni) + ch2(Wmi)]−NH5 = −c2(T ) = −24. (33)
The gravitational anomalies are determined by
nT = 1 +NH5, nH − nV = 244− 29NH5, (34)
for an arbitrary E8 × E8 heterotic compactification to six dimensions. The re-
sulting anomaly polynomial for bundles of type (30) reads
IE8×E88 =
[
1− NH5
8
] (
trR2
)2
+trR2
2∑
i=1
[ari
2
trEriF
2 (ch2(Wni) + ch2(Wmi) + 10)
+bni,mif
2
i
(
ch2(Wni) + ch2(Wmi) + ani,mic1(Wni)
2 + 10
)]
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SU(2)× SU(3) # H # V
(5, 1) (4, 2) (3, 3) (n,m)
(3, 1)0 (3, 1)0 (3, 1)0 (Adj2, 1)0 0 1
(1, 8)0 (1, 8)0 (1, 8)0 (1,Adj3)0 0 1
(1, 1)0 (1, 1)0 (1, 1)0 (1, 1)0 2− 12χ(Wn ⊗W ∗n) 1
−1
2
χ(Wm ⊗W ∗m)
(2, 3)+cc−1 (2, 3)
+cc
−1 (2, 3)
+cc
−1 (2, 3)
+cc
−m
µ
−χ(Wn) 0
(2, 3)+cc5 (2, 3)
+cc
2 (2, 3)
+cc
1 (2, 3)
+cc
n
µ
−χ(Wm) 0
(1, 3)+cc4 (1, 3)
+cc
1 (1, 3)
+cc
0 (1, 3)
+cc
n−m
µ
−χ(Wn ⊗Wm) 0
(1, 3)+cc−2 (1, 3)
+cc
−2 (1, 3)
+cc
−2 (1, 3)
+cc
− 2m
µ
−χ(∧2Wn) 0
- (1, 3)+cc4 (1, 3)
+cc
2 (1, 3)
+cc
2n
µ
−χ(∧2Wm) 0
(1, 1)+cc−5 (1, 1)
+cc
−3 (1, 1)
+cc
−2 (1, 1)
+cc
−n+m
µ
−χ(Wn ⊗W ∗m) 0
(2, 1)+cc−3 (2, 1)
+cc
−3 (2, 1)
+cc
−3 (2, 1)
+cc
− 3m
µ
−χ(∧3Wn) 0
- 1
2
(2, 1)0 (2, 1)
+cc
−1 (2, 1)
+cc
n−2m
µ
−χ((∧2Wn)⊗Wm) 0
Table 6: Part II: Six-dimensional spectrum for the decomposition
E8 → SU(2)× SU(3)× SU(6) and U(n)× U(m) bundles embedded in SU(6).
−
2∑
i=1
{a2ri
2
(
trEriF
2
)2
(ch2(Wni) + ch2(Wmi) + 12)
+2aribni,mi f
2
i trEriF
2
(
ch2(Wni) + ch2(Wmi) + ani,mic1(Wn)
2 + 12
)
+2b2ni,mi f
4
i
(
ch2(Wni) + ch2(Wmi) + 2ani,mic1(Wni)
2 + 12
)}
. (35)
The coefficients are defined as follows,
ar =
1
6
,
1
4
, 1, 2, (2, 2) for r = 7, 6, 5, 4, (2, 1) (36)
an,m =
n+m
nm
, bn,m =
nm (n+m)
(gcd(n,m))2
, κn,m =
n+m
gcd(n,m)
,
and the polynomial for bundles of type (29) is easily obtained by using rela-
tion (31).
4.2 The perturbative Green-Schwarz counter-terms
Before computing the counter-terms for the embeddings (29), (30) we start by
rewriting X8 for E8×E8 in full generality. Its relevant components for compact-
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ifications to six dimensions are given by
X4¯+4 =
{
trF 21
(
1
2
trF
2
1 −
1
4
trF
2
2 −
1
8
trR
2
)
+
[
tr(F1F 1)
]2
+ (1↔ 2)
}
− tr(F1F 1)tr(F2F 2)
+trR2
(
1
16
trR
2 − 1
8
trF
2
1 −
1
8
trF
2
2
)
,
X2¯+6 =
{
trF 21
(
tr(F1F 1)− 1
2
tr(F2F 2)
)
+ (1↔ 2)
}
− 1
4
trR2
(
tr(F1F 1) + tr(F2F 2)
)
,
and after inserting the tadpole cancellation condition (5), we obtain
X4¯+4 =
{
3
4
trF 21
(
trF
2
1 −
1
2
trR
2
)
+
[
tr(F1F 1)
]2
+ (1↔ 2)
}
− tr(F1F 1)tr(F2F 2)
− 1
16
trR2trR
2 − 4π2NH5
[
trF 21 + trF
2
2
]− 2π2NH5trR2,
which can serve as a guidance to the correct contributions from H5-branes to the
generalised Green-Schwarz mechanism.
The perturbative contributions to the counter-terms for any gauge background
in E8 ×E8 are therefore given by
Ipert = 1
48(2πℓs)4
∫
K3
(3
2
[
trF 21
{
trF 21
(
1
4
trF
2
1 −
1
8
trR
2
)
+
(
tr(F1F 1)
)2}
+ (1↔ 2)
]
−1
4
trR2
[
trF 21
(
3
2
trF
2
1 −
5
8
trR
2
)
+ 3
(
tr(F1F 1)
)2
+ (1↔ 2)
]
+
1
32
(trR2)2trR
2
)
(37)
+
NH5
192(2π)2ℓ4s
[
2(trF 21 )(trF
2
2 )− 2(trF 21 )2 − 2(trF 22 )2 + trR2 (trF 21 + trF 22 ) + (trR2)2
]
.
The discussion of the H5-brane contributions is postponed to section 4.3.
We now proceed to the comparison with the anomaly eight-form for the em-
beddings presented in section 4.1. The relevant traces for the spectra in tables 5
and 6 are computed as
trF 2i = aritrEriF
2 + 2 bni,mif
2
i ,
for both kinds of bundles and for bundles of type (29) we have
tr(FiF i) = 2 bni,mifif i,
trF
2
i = 2
(
trSU(ni)F
2
+ trSU(mi)F
2
+ bni,mif
2
i
)
,
with f i = 2π c1(Li), whereas for the bundle type (30) one obtains
tr(FiF i) = 2 κni,mifif i,
trF
2
i = 2
(
trU(ni)F
2
+ trU(mi)F
2
)
,
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with f i = 2π c1(Wmi). The constants ar, bn,m, κn,m have been defined in (36).
It can be checked that all perturbative counter-terms have the correct shape
to cancel the anomalies for NH5 = 0.
The mass terms for Abelian gauge fields are
SE8×E8mass =
h11+1∑
k=0
2∑
i=1
Mki
ℓ4s
∫
R1,5
c
(4)
k ∧ fi
with
Mki = [bni,mi c1(Li)]
k , Mki = [κni,mi c1(Wmi)]
k ,
for bundles of type (29) and (30), respectively. The number of massive vectors is
given by rank(M).
4.3 H5-brane contributions to the Green-Schwarz mech-
anism
Little is known about the field theory of H5-branes in (compactifications of) the
ten-dimensional E8×E8 theory.10 At this point, we use the anomaly polynomial
to find the correct H5-brane contributions to the Green-Schwarz mechanism.
The purely gravitational eight form contribution is given in the first line of (3)
in full generality, whereas all mixed and pure gauge anomalies depend on the spe-
cific embedding. However, to gather some information about possible H5-brane
contributions, it is sufficient to notice that in no gauge anomaly computation
from the spectrum the tadpole cancellation condition is used. Therefore, the
overall counter-term for mixed and pure gauge anomalies must be independent
of NH5. With the knowledge of the perturbative part (37) and the counting of
multiplets (34), this leads to the expected form
Inp = NH5
192(2π)2ℓ4s
(
2 (trF 21 )
2 + 2 (trF 22 )
2 − 2 (trF 21 )(trF 22 )− trR2 (trF 21 + trF 22 ) +
1
2
(trR2)2
)
.(38)
In [14], it was noticed that the kinetic terms of the six-dimensional tensor
fields contribute to the generalised Green-Schwarz mechanism. In the present
discussion, these are exactly the anti-selfdual tensors with support on the H5-
branes besides the universal tensor multiplet already taken into account in the
perturbative counter-terms in section 4.2.
With the ansatz of one anti-selfdual field db˜
(2)
s = −⋆6db˜(2)s per tensor multiplet
(s = 1, . . . , NH5), the corresponding field strength takes the form
H˜(3)s = db˜
(2)
s −
α′
8
(a1 ωY,1 + a2 ωY,2 − b ωL) (39)
10There are some results starting from the M-theory picture, see e.g. [28].
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where the constants ai, b are not yet specified. If we take the kinetic term of
the H5-brane tensor multiplet with the same normalisation as the one for the
universal tensor multiplet used in section 4.2,
Skin = − π
ℓ8s
∫
R1,5×K3
dB(2) ∧ dB(6) = − π
ℓ4s
∫
R1,5
db
(2)
0 ∧ dc(2)0 + · · ·
we obtain11
SE8×E8kin,H5 = −
π
ℓ4s
NH5∑
s=1
∫
R1,5
H˜(3)s ∧ ⋆6H˜(3)s (40)
= − π
ℓ4s
NH5∑
s=1
∫
R1,5
db˜(2)s ∧ ⋆6db˜(2)s
+
1
8(2π)ℓ2s
NH5∑
s=1
∫
R1,5
(−a1 trF 21 − a2 trF 22 + b trR2) ∧ b˜(2)s ,
and the counter-terms from b˜
(2)
s ∼ b˜(2)s exchange sum up to
IH5,1 = NH5
128(2π)2ℓ4s
([
a1trF
2
1 + a2trF
2
2
]2 − 2b trR2 (a1trF 21 + a2trF 22 )+ b2(trR2)2) .(41)
We make furthermore the ansatz for a Chern-Simons like coupling of the form12
SE8×E8CS,H5 = −
2π
ℓ6s
NH5∑
s=1
∫
R1,5
B(6) (42)
+
1
96πℓ2s
NH5∑
s=1
∫
R1,5
B(2) ∧ [η0trR2 + η1trF 21 + η2trF 22 ] ,
where the first term enters the tadpole cancellation condition and the terms
in the second line contribute to the generalised Green-Schwarz mechanism via
counter-terms involving the exchange of b
(2)
0 ∼ c(2)0 ,
IH5,2 = NH5
192(2π)2ℓ4s
[
η1(trF
2
1 )
2 + η2(trF
2
2 )
2 + (η1 + η2)(trF
2
1 )(trF
2
2 )
+trR2
[
(η0 − η1)trF 21 + (η0 − η2)trF 22
]− η0(trR2)2].(43)
11The canonical string frame normalisation of the kinetic term might involve a factor of g−2s .
Modifying the anti-selfduality relation db˜
(2)
s = −g−2s ⋆6 db˜(2)s accordingly does not change the
resulting counter-term.
12The gravitational coupling in (42) was found in [29, 30] in the ten-dimensional set-up by
reduction from M-theory.
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Together, we obtain
IH5 = IH5,1 + IH5,2 (44)
=
NH5
192(2π)2ℓ4s
[ 2∑
i=1
αi(trF
2
i )
2 + β (trF 21 )(trF
2
2 ) +
2∑
i=1
γi(trF
2
i )(trR
2) + δ (trR2)2
]
with
αi ≡ 3
2
a2i + ηi
!
= 2, β ≡ 3a1a2 + η1 + η2 != −2,
γi ≡ −3bai + η0 − ηi != −1, δ ≡ 3
2
b2 − η0 != 1
2
. (45)
In particular, we have the relations
(b− ai)2 != 1, (a1 − a2)2 != 4,
showing that a1 6= a2 is necessary.
The overall counter-term takes the correct form for the most symmetric choice
a1 = −1, a2 = 1, b = 0, η0 = −1
2
, η1 = η2 =
1
2
. (46)
The non-perturbative Green-Schwarz counter-term (38) is thus induced by
the following terms in the H5-brane action,
SE8×E8kin,H5 = −
π
ℓ4s
NH5∑
s=1
∫
R1,5
H˜(3)s ∧ ⋆6H˜(3)s ,
SE8×E8CS,H5 = −
2π
ℓ6s
NH5∑
s=1
∫
R1,5
B(6) (47)
+
1
192πℓ2s
NH5∑
s=1
∫
R1,5
B(2) ∧ [trF 21 + trF 22 − trR2] ,
with
H˜(3)s = db˜
(2)
s +
α′
8
(ωY,1 − ωY,2) . (48)
This result agrees with the computation of four-dimensional heterotic gauge
anomalies in the presence of H5-branes [31].
4.4 Examples with U(3)× U(1) bundles
As an illustration, we present three models with bundles of type (30) which
trivially fulfill the K-theory constraint, one with H5-branes and two without.
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Consider one of the U(3) bundles Vi defined in (28) and the corresponding
line bundle Li with c1(Vi) = −c1(Li) embedded in an E8 factor. The resulting
charged spectrum from this E8 factor is given in table 7, and the corresponding
DUY condition reads
ρ2 = ρ3 for V1, or ρ1 = ρ3 for V2. (49)
There are three different obvious ways to satisfy the tadpole cancellation condi-
SO(10)× U(1) # H # V SO(10)× U(1) # H
(45)0 0 1 (16)−1 + c.c. 4
(1)0 20 1 (10)2 + c.c. 6
(1)−4 + c.c. 14
Table 7: Charged spectrum from embedding U(3)× U(1) in one E8 factor. The
U(1) factor is in general massive.
tions:
1. The total bundle
V = Vi ⊕ Li, i = 1 or 2
is embedded in one E8 factor, the resulting gauge group is SO(10)× U(1)×E ′8,
and twelve H5-branes are needed in order to fulfill the tadpole cancellation
condition. The low-energy spectrum consists of a copy of the states in ta-
ble 7, the vector in the adjoint of E ′8, twelve tensor and hyper multiplets
from the H5-branes and the universally present tensor, twenty neutral hyper
and the supergravity multiplet. The Abelian gauge factor becomes massive.
Fittingly the DUY condition gives one constraint on the Ka¨hler moduli.
2. The total bundle is
V = (V1 ⊕ L1)⊕ (V2 ⊕ L2)
and the resulting gauge group [SO(10)× U(1)] × [SO(10)′ × U(1)′]. The
tadpole cancellation condition is satisfied without H5-branes. c1(V1) and
c1(V2) are linearly independent leading to two massive Abelian gauge fac-
tors. Compatible with this fact, the DUY conditions freeze two Ka¨hler
moduli.
3. The total bundle contains two copies of the same vector bundle,
V = (Vi ⊕ Li)⊕2, i = 1 or 2,
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resulting again in the gauge group [SO(10)× U(1)]× [SO(10)′ × U(1)′] and
tadpole cancellation without H5-branes. In this case, the linear combination
U(1) − U(1)′ remains massless while the orthogonal combination acquires
a mass. As expected, the DUY condition freezes only one Ka¨hler modulus.
By comparing examples 2 and 3, it is obvious that the second Chern characters
are not sufficient to describe bundles. ch2(V1) = ch2(V2) = −10 are identical in
these examples, but c1(V1) 6= ±c1(V2) determines the number of massive Abelian
gauge factors.
5 Conclusions
In this article, the six-dimensional generalized Green-Schwarz mechanism for K3
compactifications of the heterotic SO(32) and E8 × E8 string with arbitrary
Abelian and non-Abelian bundles and five-branes has been derived. General
classes of embeddings have been introduced and their anomaly-eight forms com-
puted. The dimensional reduction of the ten-dimensional tree-level and one-loop
counter-terms matches these anomaly eight-forms in the absence of H5-branes.
For the SO(32) string, the Chern-Simons couplings of H5-branes introduced in [4]
serve to cancel all remaining six-dimensional field theory anomalies. For the H5-
brane action in the E8 ×E8 heterotic theory, the kinetic terms of the additional
tensor multiplets (40) together with some Chern-Simons-like coupling (42) pro-
vide the correct Green-Schwarz counter-terms.
In contrast to the four-dimensional case, the six-dimensional theory admits
two different types of Green-Schwarz diagrams depicted in figure 1: tensors are
needed to cancel anomalies involving only non-Abelian gauge fields and gravity,
while for Abelian gauge fields also four-forms and their scalar duals contribute
to the anomaly cancellation. The linear couplings (18) to the four-forms render
Abelian gauge fields massive, and the corresponding Donaldson-Uhlenbeck-Yau
and holomorphicity conditions freeze three geometric moduli from the same hyper
multiplet. The U(1) masses depend on the first Chern classes of the respective
bundles times some combinatorial factors specifying the embedding in SO(32) or
E8.
The six-dimensional results are in full agreement with the four-dimensional
observations on multiple anomalous U(1) factors in heterotic compactifications
apart from the difference that the DUY condition (most likely) does not receive
any loop corrections in the present case as argued in section 2.1.
The classification of E8 breakings with one U(1) gauge factor in section 4.1
as well as more general products of several U(n) bundles in one E8 factor as
in [2] give rise to a very large class of E8 × E8 string vacua with multiple U(1)
factors. Together with the class of SO(32) models in section 3.1, this leads to
many models beyond the classification of six dimensional N = 1 supergravity
theories in [32].
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The results are also relevant in order to understand better the F-theory and
S-duality relations with orientifold compactifications to six dimensions, for which
the analogous dimensional field theory reduction to six dimensions could be per-
formed along the lines of [33].
It might be interesting to compactify the heterotic vacua presented here on an
additional two-torus, and investigate further in the four-dimensional N = 2 field
theory set-up T-duality among the two heterotic theories as well as the relation
to type II Calabi-Yau compactifications.
Finally, the toy examples presented in this article contain only up to three
(1, 1)-forms. Fully fledged models involving all 22 two-forms could be obtained
via the spectral cover construction on elliptically fibered K3 manifolds [34, 35].
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